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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the last decade, the U.S. Navy has gone beyond disaster response to substantially enlarge its scheduled, preplanned humanitarian engagement in the Pacific, the Americas, and Africa. After an expansionary period that began with the 2005 response to the Indian Ocean tsunami, intensifying budget pressures are now triggering spirited debate within the Department of Defense (DoD) about the true value of these “soft power” missions, which utilize scarce personnel, funding, and assets that otherwise would be dedicated to more traditional and more easily measured and justified “hard power” missions.

To help frame and inform this complex debate, CSIS launched in June 2012 an independent study of U.S. Navy humanitarian assistance, chaired by Admiral Gary Roughead, U.S. Navy (retired). In considering the intersection of health and security, this report builds upon CSIS’s 2011 study, *The Defense Department’s Enduring Contributions to Global Health*,1 which addressed DoD’s overseas medical research laboratories, and the ongoing CSIS Task Force on Health Smart Power in Asia, which is taking a broader look at U.S. health engagement in the Pacific involving both military and civilian agencies.

While in different ways each military service has made remarkable humanitarian contributions, the Obama administration’s strategic rebalance to Asia and the accompanying emphasis on the Pacific makes a study of U.S. Navy strategic engagement particularly timely. Ideally, the issues presented by naval humanitarian assistance will have implications and lessons for other DoD engagement activities.

This report does not focus on the U.S. Navy response to natural disasters but rather on proactive humanitarian engagement, missions planned in advance to bring health assistance, engineering and construction projects, medical training, and subject-matter expert exchanges to remote and austere areas. When complex and devastating emergencies arise unforeseen, the U.S. military will inevitably use its exceptional lift, expertise, and other capacities to respond, as it did with the Indian Ocean tsunami and the 2010 earthquake in Haiti. But in a time of increasingly constrained defense budgets, the question is whether planned humanitarian assistance can and should be sustained.

In August 2012, a CSIS research team traveled to Hawaii for interviews at Pacific Command (PACOM) and Pacific Fleet (PACFLT), and to Vietnam for interviews with the U.S. country team; officials in the national ministries of health, defense, and foreign affairs; and local officials in Nghe An Province, which received the USNS MERCY hospital ship for two weeks in July 2012.

---

This report also reflects a broader set of discussions that focused on Navy operations in Africa and the Americas. Although circumstances and strategic outlook differ across regions, it was possible to distill several key conclusions that we are convinced have wide applicability. To accomplish this, CSIS sponsored two working group meetings in Washington, D.C., that solicited input from the U.S. military, civilian agencies, private organizations, and independent and academic experts. In addition, recognizing that these missions occur under the leadership of the combatant commands, a CSIS team supplemented its travel to PACOM with a visit to Doral, Florida, for interviews at U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM).

Over the course of this research, it became clear that the primary benefits of this engagement are strategic. U.S. Navy proactive humanitarian operations:

1. Expand U.S. access and influence, improve foreign opinion of the United States, strengthen military and diplomatic relationships with other countries and partner organizations, and significantly enhance the U.S. military’s knowledge and understanding of people and cultures in critical geographic areas;
2. Improve U.S. Navy readiness and capabilities;
3. Strengthen the host nation’s health system and other capabilities while providing health services to populations in low- and middle-income settings.

The challenges are principally operational. U.S. Navy humanitarian engagement, as currently structured:

1. Takes the form of episodic, short-lived ship visits, limiting the opportunity to achieve meaningful, long-term effects in the absence of careful coordination with ongoing development efforts;
2. Is often inadequately integrated with the on-shore activities of civilian agencies and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that operate before and after ship visits;
3. Relies on ships that are often unavailable or too large for the areas served;
4. Suffers from insufficient and highly regulated funding authorities;
5. Faces inherent difficulties in measuring program effectiveness against high-level strategic goals in health, development, and foreign policy. This problem is compounded by a lack of clarity on the relative priority of various goals and objectives.

Recognizing these challenges, the U.S. Navy should accelerate the recent trend of more complete integration of its humanitarian missions with the overall strategy of the respective U.S. ambassador and country team. This will require more effective, substantive linkages in partner countries, and an effort to complement the work of a wider range of NGOs.

DoD leadership and Navy planners can take specific steps to strengthen the performance, credibility, and long-term sustainability of these important missions. We recommend that they:

1. Sharpen and clarify the rationale for humanitarian engagement. The focus should be on specific strategic goals, and operationally, on a smaller subset of priority partner countries;
2. Provide more ample and more flexible funding authorities for humanitarian operations;
3. Extend and expand the planning process for these missions and integrate that process with U.S. government programs on shore and a wider range of NGO partners;
4. Develop and implement more robust measurement and evaluation.
The Emergence of Proactive Humanitarian Assistance

The U.S. Navy’s planned, proactive humanitarian engagement emerged from its involvement in the humanitarian response to the Indian Ocean tsunami that devastated areas of Southeast Asia in the final days of 2004. As the U.S. government moved to assist affected areas, the Pacific Fleet deployed USNS MERCY, a hospital ship based in San Diego. The length of three football fields, the MERCY features 12 operating rooms and 1,000 hospital beds. From February to June 2005, the doctors and nurses aboard the MERCY saw over 100,000 patients and performed nearly 500 operations for tsunami victims. After seeing the regional goodwill created by these efforts, Navy leaders decided that USNS MERCY would return to the region the following year for preplanned ship visits.

This new, proactive engagement continued in 2007 when the Navy deployed USS PELELIU, an amphibious warship adapted for humanitarian work, for operations in the Philippines, Vietnam, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and the Republic of the Marshall Islands. The Navy named the mission Operation Pacific Partnership. Since 2007, Pacific Partnership has recurred annually, alternating between the hospital ship USNS MERCY in even-numbered years and an amphibious ship similar to the PELELIU in odd-numbered years.

Also in 2007, the Navy introduced Operation Continuing Promise, a parallel effort in Central and South America under U.S. Southern Command. Continuing Promise 2013 will be the sixth mission in the series and will provide medical, dental, and veterinary care, as well as engineering projects, in Belize, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Jamaica, Nicaragua, and Peru. It will be the fourth Continuing Promise operation to use the East Coast-based USNS COMFORT, the Atlantic Fleet sister ship to the USNS MERCY. As a white-hull hospital ship, like the MERCY, the COMFORT enjoys noncombatant status under international law.

There is also a humanitarian component to Africa Partnership Station, an umbrella under which U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) pursues a range of maritime cooperation activities. Although Africa Partnership Station, with its emphasis on maritime safety and security, does not share the central humanitarian focus of Pacific Partnership or Continuing Promise, AFRICOM tailors its activities to the needs and priorities of its partner countries, which often results in medical and engineering engagement.

The Value of U.S. Navy Humanitarian Assistance

Opinions vary on the value of U.S. Navy humanitarian assistance as an instrument of U.S. foreign policy. On one hand, many experts inside and outside government agree that humanitarian assistance has produced soft-power benefits, improving the international image of the United States and its military. Yet some civilian health and development practitioners are skeptical of the military’s commitment to achieving long-term humanitarian gains. Both perspectives recognize that fiscal challenges will require a thoughtful assessment of these programs and that, if U.S. Navy humanitarian assistance is to be sustained, it must also be systematically enhanced.

After surveying these views, we agree that the value of U.S. Navy proactive humanitarian engagement is largely strategic: it contributes to foreign policy goals while enhancing the readiness of U.S. Navy ships and personnel.

This value proposition rests on three pillars:

1. U.S. Strategic Engagement

Among U.S. diplomats posted in countries that have received U.S. Navy humanitarian assistance, there is wide agreement that humanitarian missions expand U.S. access and influence, improve foreign opinion of the United States, and strengthen relationships with other countries and partner organizations. As a means to expand access and influence, humanitarian engagement is attractive to political and military leaders and citizens in partner countries.

Proactive humanitarian assistance creates positive impressions of the U.S. military and provides U.S. diplomats a unique and meaningful foreign assistance program to offer host governments. It provides country teams an opportunity for progress toward defense, diplomacy, and development objectives. Engagement through health and engineering can, in some cases, be an entry point to broader cooperation.

This soft-power mission is timely. The strategic rebalancing toward the Asia-Pacific region in particular creates a need for deep, sustained, and carefully crafted relationships. PACOM’s focus on reducing the likelihood of conflict makes relationship-building a top priority and has led to a broad understanding that Pacific Partnership and other humanitarian missions are a wise use of relatively modest funds. Similarly, strategic engagement is vital in Africa and the Americas, where, to date, much of the U.S. Navy’s focus has been on challenges such as counter-piracy and illegal trafficking, respectively.

Some have suggested that replacing ship visits with smaller, more regular assistance programs could achieve similar results at less expense. Vietnam, however, presents an instructive example. Humanitarian ship visits have strengthened an increasingly important bilateral relationship, and the very size of the vessel sends a strong strategic message that smaller engagements cannot.

The People’s Republic of China has made a similar calculation. The PLA Navy launched the hospital ship PEACE ARK in 2008 and has deployed it, in addition to military exercises, on two proactive humanitarian missions. In 2010, PEACE ARK provided medical services and expert exchanges throughout the Indian Ocean, including the east coast of Africa. In 2011 it sailed to the Caribbean and Latin America, and, notably, opened military relations between China and Costa Rica.

China’s embrace of soft naval power could initiate competition for access and influence in the Pacific, the Caribbean, Africa, and elsewhere. The U.S. Navy has worked diligently to make Pacific Partnership a multilateral undertaking, with substantial and growing contributions from several
international partners including Australia and Japan, and it will remain critical to identify and capitalize on opportunities for expanded international support. While increased humanitarian engagement by China and others may result in soft-power competition, it also creates opportunities for collaboration.

Strategic engagement is at the heart of the argument for the U.S. Navy humanitarian programs, but there is an emerging recognition that more work will be necessary to more clearly define goals and assess progress. As the Center for Naval Analyses explained in a 2011 evaluation, “there is no moment in time when an assessment can state that a relationship has been strengthened enough. Improving relationships … is a constant task that does not end.”

2. Readiness and Professional Enrichment

As the global environment has changed, the U.S. military has been called upon to undertake an increasing set of complex and unconventional operations. Since 2005, Defense Department policy has categorized stability operations, including humanitarian assistance, as “a core U.S. military mission that the department shall be prepared to conduct with proficiency equivalent to that of its combat operations.”

It is essential that U.S. Navy humanitarian missions, as an expenditure of U.S. Navy resources, demonstrate results in this core mission. Regularly scheduled operations in the field build and maintain proficiency in a way that training missions cannot. The assets involved—white-hull hospital ships, gray-hull amphibious ships, and most of all personnel—are military medical assets for potential future conflicts and contingencies and thus play an important role in U.S. military planning.

Humanitarian assistance missions strengthen readiness for this projected environment in three ways:

First, planned humanitarian engagement enhances the skills of military personnel. These operations place Navy medical staff, engineers, and others in austere environments where they apply their expertise efficiently and effectively, receiving on-the-ground training and experience that will endure throughout their military careers. These skills are particularly well suited to the missions of today’s military.

Second, the opportunity to practice medicine and engineering in distant locales can be a boon to morale. Global humanitarian operations help fulfill the “see the world” and “Global Force for Good” aspirations that often motivate Navy careers.

Third, the Navy’s investments in proactive humanitarian operations have improved its disaster response capabilities, most notably by establishing working relationships in countries prone to natural disasters, and by building stronger partnerships with humanitarian NGOs. The U.S. military’s responses to humanitarian crises, while impressive in scale, are characterized by their ad hoc nature and hurried planning. Although disaster response will always occur on short notice and in disrupted communities, a strong foundation in skills, professional contacts, and shared best practices enhances effectiveness and outcomes.

Regular naval humanitarian engagement provides operational shipboard and amphibious expeditionary training while serving broader foreign policy goals. Although the future of the hospital ships in the fleet is often uncertain, amphibious ships fulfill a wide range of military roles and missions and are far more likely to be at sea (and thus able to respond to disasters on short notice) than are the two hospital ships MERCY and COMFORT. Amphibious ships are particularly important to disaster response and will continue to play a large role, including supporting medical and engineering capabilities in remote and austere environments. It is under this logic that SOUTHCOM schedules most of its planned humanitarian operations during hurricane season so that the ships are operating in the region and can be diverted expeditiously to a disaster area if necessary.

3. Health Services and Partner Nation Capacity

Finally and most directly, U.S. Navy humanitarian missions deliver health services to people in need and build capacity in partner countries. On every day of a one- or two-week visit, the ship deploys uniformed and civilian medical professionals ashore to provide patient care and carry out health education with host-nation colleagues. This strengthens the host nation’s health system and provides thousands of patients with skilled care, including vaccinations, ophthalmological services, dental care, women’s health care, and many other specialty services. Several hundred surgical procedures are performed on the ship and in host-nation facilities. Care is taken to select cases that can be treated by host-nation providers after the ship departs.

In addition, the onboard medical teams repair cleft palates, correct vision, and perform other operations that dramatically improve patients’ quality of life. Veterinary teams render important and rarely available services, particularly in Southeast Asia and Africa, to protect and improve local agriculture and animal husbandry, thus securing families’ vital economic assets and preventing animal-borne diseases.

The Navy has made a determined effort in recent missions to strengthen local health system capability with the intent to achieve more sustainable impacts. These missions have included a great number of subject matter expert exchanges (SMEEs), which address topics of interest to the host country in a collaborative manner in both classroom and clinical settings. Local health professionals work alongside their American colleagues, delivering care in all stages from examining patients to performing operations.

On some missions, U.S. Navy construction battalions, known as Seabees, build and renovate schools and clinics as part of engineering civic action programs (ENCAPs). In combination, SMEEs, ENCAPs, and joint medical projects signal a shift toward investments in locally owned infrastructure and expertise, above and beyond the simple provision of medical services.

Challenges to U.S. Navy Humanitarian Assistance

Over the next decade, the Department of Defense will likely deal with dramatic resource constraints. All investments and activities will face rigorous scrutiny regarding their rationale, value, and effects. Humanitarian engagement will face increased pressure to demonstrate concrete, measurable results.

In addition to the costs of the ships and assistance programs themselves, humanitarian missions require crews to spend time away from their homes and families on deployments that typically last four or five months. With fewer ships likely available in the future, the frequency of de-
ployments for all missions will likely increase. Temporarily removing medical staff from military facilities requires replacing them with other medical providers, which also incurs a cost. Although the value of humanitarian engagement appears well worth these additional expenses, the tradeoffs are real and will be exacerbated as the Department operates under greater budgetary pressure.

Wise use of resources will depend on a flexible planning process that adapts to each partner country’s health status and strategic context. Such a process must contend with five fundamental challenges:

1. Brief, Episodic Engagement

By its nature, naval engagement takes the form of high-activity ship visits that last weeks at the most. This short duration intrinsically limits what real, durable health impacts are possible and raises skepticism in professional health and development communities, particularly when ship visits are not connected, before and after, to on-shore programs and future planned engagements.

The Navy’s hospital ships often return to countries they have previously visited but rarely return to the same ports or patients they served on previous missions. While reaching new populations expands the soft-power impact of humanitarian engagement, it makes sustainable and measurable medical interventions all the more difficult.

Some are concerned that the visit of a hospital ship—a dramatic, highly visible, one-off event with heavy logistical and security demands—could deplete local resources, distract from long-term goals, pull the U.S. country team away from other important projects, or supplant larger, longer-term, more sustainable health and development programs. This concern seems to have materialized at times, for example during early Pacific Partnership missions to Indonesia, where initial U.S. force-protection requirements placed extraordinary demands on local security forces. An extended planning cycle and increased flexibility in funding would help the U.S. Navy build these missions around what its partners can realistically provide.

Ultimately, the episodic nature of naval medical engagement places an even greater premium on building enduring relationships with political and health leaders in the communities being served. Just as the Navy has shifted its humanitarian operations from the pure delivery of medical services toward training, expert exchanges, and capacity building, it will be important to work toward a more sustainable product, tied to other U.S. assistance (and vice versa), recurring as necessary, and founded on strong relationships created by the initial ship visit.

SOUTHCOM through Operation Continuing Promise is a leader in this regard. The geography of the Americas is conducive to repeat visits, and the theater’s smaller size and more benign environment facilitates increased familiarity and sustained engagement.

2. Need for Deeper Civil-Military Integration

There is a whole-of-government ethos to the Navy’s medical-engagement programs, as DoD “has taken several steps to coordinate with the Department of State and USAID when planning and implementing its humanitarian assistance projects.” Yet in our visits and discussions, we found several instances of minimal integration between ship visits and ongoing U.S. government and NGO programs. Given current efforts at reform, the challenge may be one of implementation.

8. Ibid., p. 13.
The leadership of U.S. ambassadors is essential to effective coordination and collaboration. Despite the central role of U.S. embassy teams in planning Navy visits, there is sometimes minimal effort and capacity to integrate Navy assistance with sizable President's Emergency Plan For AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and USAID programs in the host country. This is a conspicuous missed opportunity for the Navy to support, supplement, and accelerate gains from other U.S. assistance rather than existing separate from it.

Without a coherent approach of integration and more aggressive early planning, it will be difficult for U.S. Navy operations to integrate fully with aggregate health and development progress in a sustainable fashion. Ultimately humanitarian engagement should be a tool that the Navy offers a chief of mission to facilitate and enhance his or her embassy's health and development agenda, not as an independent, one-off enterprise.

NGO partners, including medical schools, contribute personnel and supplies to each humanitarian assistance mission, and provide important local connections and unique regional expertise. Working with numerous NGOs has been a point of pride in U.S. Navy humanitarian engagement since 2005, bringing new resources and personnel on board, and helping to build understanding of these missions outside the Navy and lend them legitimacy and prestige. The involvement of civilian personnel dramatically strengthens each mission's medical capabilities and lessens the need for military doctors, more of whom would otherwise be away from their hospitals for humanitarian operations. The Navy continues to strengthen and improve these relationships, most recently by pursuing a memorandum of understanding that would codify protocols for cooperation with NGOs.

To tie its episodic humanitarian operations to more sustainable programs, however, the U.S. Navy should dramatically change the structure and scope of these relationships. Its current partners represent a relatively small proportion of NGOs; and while Navy leaders have expressed interest in expanding NGO involvement, there is no apparent plan to attract many high-impact international development NGOs, whose capacity and expertise could greatly enhance future missions. The current approach has the Navy passively accepting volunteers rather than actively enlisting additional NGOs who have substantial presence in partner countries. Without reducing the valued role played by Project Hope, Operation Smile, and other NGOs historically affiliated with the Navy missions, the U.S. Navy should move beyond those habitual relationships and actively enlist a select group of NGOs whose geographic reach and strategic and programmatic depth could more effectively tie Navy operations to on-shore programs in target countries.

In the Pacific, a primary need from civilian partners is interpreters, too few of whom are fluent in medical terminology. For instance, in 2012, Operation Pacific Partnership visited four countries with four different languages. The difficult technical vocabulary required for medical exchanges and joint surgical operations was a key constraint on some of the mission's most promising activities. In Vietnam, an NGO provided approximately 12 additional medical translators late in the Pacific Partnership 2012 planning process; without this serendipitous contribution, some programs would have been jeopardized. However, bringing interpreters from outside the host country is difficult and hard to sustain.

In Indonesia, in contrast, planners recruited local medical students who were learning English—a clever, convenient, and inexpensive solution. In fact, many young doctors are excited about U.S. humanitarian engagement precisely because it is an opportunity to practice their nascent English-language skills and work alongside U.S. medical professionals. This provides an excellent,
systematic solution to interpreter shortages. Moreover, these important personal and professional connections can be the cornerstone of future missions and lifelong relationships and should receive determined cultivation over decades.

3. Insufficient and Highly Regulated Funding

In the current planning process, finding the necessary resources for these missions requires drawing on a number of different funding accounts, many of which are highly specific and sometimes constrain planners from using funds where they are most needed.

For example, funds for the five-month Pacific Partnership mission in 2012 came from at least three separate authorities, each with different limitations, oversight and reporting requirements. Ship operations were supported by approximately $20 million from U.S. Navy Operation and Maintenance (O&M,N), while health and engineering projects were supported by approximately $3.5 million from DoD Asia-Pacific Regional Initiative (APRI) and Overseas Humanitarian, Disaster Assistance, and Civic Aid (OHDACA) funding lines. Mission planning was impacted by different timelines for fund commitments for each line of accounting. For its on-shore operations, Operation Continuing Promise is similarly reliant on OHDACA funding, which is quite limited relative to the O&M funds available to operate the hospital ship.

OHDACA funds are restricted to certain activities and leave the Navy unable to fund essential activities outside those authorizations. This has resulted in awkward and difficult situations. For example, if the Navy Seabees build a new clinic, it cannot be furnished or equipped with the same funding source that was used to build it. Similarly, funding for teaching and expert exchanges does not extend to the audio-visual equipment necessary for the meetings themselves.

Adequate planning time allows for clever solutions to these funding restrictions, including arranging for additional targeted support from NGOs, but time spent working around funding obstacles is time not spent on core activities and coordination, in what is already often a highly compressed planning cycle. Despite a challenging fiscal climate, relatively modest additional funding would generate disproportionate gains. Each additional dollar will directly support in-country activities, as the U.S. Navy is already allocating O&M funding to cover logistical and operational costs.

Whether or not funding is increased, additional flexibility for mission commanders and planners in using funds is an essential step to get the most out of the money DoD already allocates for these missions. This should be a step that DoD itself can take, as many of the restrictions on OHDACA funding are the result of DoD policy guidance and not legislative requirements. Modest legislative changes, if necessary to provide full flexibility, should also be pursued.

4. Hospital Ship Inflexibility and Amphibious Ship Unavailability

The white-hull hospital ships MERCY and COMFORT are large, iconic symbols of U.S. humanitarian assistance and enjoy noncombatant status under international law. Because of their size, however, they are often limited in how and where they can be deployed. Each ship, at a length of nearly 900 feet and a displacement of over 69,000 tons, requires deep water and often must remain

---

a few miles off shore. These demands limit flexibility and create a significant logistical burden as large numbers of personnel and surgical patients must be ferried from ship to shore throughout the mission.

The Navy’s assets provide more nimble alternatives, including the use of amphibious ships, but their use in humanitarian missions cannot match the dramatic visual impact provided by a hospital ship. Somewhat counter-intuitively, however, an amphibious ship may produce a more direct soft-power impact, as it is identifiable as a U.S. Navy warship, whereas the MERCY and COMFORT, branded with large hospital crosses on white backgrounds, have been mistaken at times for the Red Cross or “Swiss Navy.”

Amphibious ships create their own challenges for humanitarian operations. The necessary presence of foreign military personnel, NGO participants, medical students, and other civilians requires restricting sensitive areas of the ship, creating operational inconveniences. Hospital ships, in contrast, as noncombatant vessels, allow civilians free movement and operation.

The U.S. Navy has worked to strike a balance between its iconic hospital ships for some missions and its amphibious ships for others. As the Navy tailors its operations to the health and strategic particulars of partner countries, Navy leaders must consider the full range of options, ranging from the more symbolic to the more adaptive, to remain flexible and avoid a one-size-fits-all approach.

The primary obstacle to such a balanced approach is the unavailability of amphibious ships, which are appropriately prioritized for other more traditional military missions. The exception is the Pacific, a predominantly maritime theater with the capacity to consistently alternate between hospital ships in even-year missions to Southeast Asia and amphibious ships in odd-year missions to Oceania. In other theaters, amphibious ships are in similarly high demand but in shorter supply and often cannot be allocated to humanitarian missions, or their use in humanitarian missions is approved at the last minute, resulting in a far shorter and sub-optimized planning cycle.

5. Measurement and Evaluation

Establishing a reliable, measurable connection between medical interventions and the resulting health outcomes is a challenge for any global health program, one magnified by the large scale and brief duration of a ship visit. Further exacerbating this challenge is confusion about the many strategic goals claimed for these operations. U.S. Navy humanitarian assistance has developed sui generis over recent years and is variously presented as:

- Enhancing U.S. strategic engagement, including access, influence, strengthened relationships, and local knowledge
- Maintaining peace and reducing the likelihood of conflict
- Training U.S. military personnel and preparing the Navy for future crises
- Building partner-government capacity, particularly for natural disasters
- Delivering medical services and other humanitarian assistance

Clarity of strategic purpose and a prioritization of goals would simplify efforts and greatly assist efforts to measure progress against those chosen priorities. Confusion over objectives accounts

“for much of the difficulty in assessing whether engagement missions are effective.”

In recent years, it has become widely recognized that the Navy has many measures of performance (patients seen, surgeries performed, clinics constructed, etc.) and few measures of effectiveness (improvement in population health measures, a more capable health system, and the like). Accordingly, the Navy has made a serious commitment to improve its assessment tools and has demonstrated that the effects of its humanitarian operations can be measured and evaluated rigorously. This push for enhanced measurement and evaluation is reflected in a number of impressive studies: Pacific Fleet’s 2011 assessment of Pacific Partnership; commissioned work from the Center for Naval Analyses; the work of DoD civil affairs teams; and other U.S. Navy analyses and after-action reports.

The priority must be on a continuous, rigorous approach, with thoughtful investment in a strong measurement and evaluation program with eventual methodological consistency across years and theaters to allow broader, longer-term conclusions. Even measures of effectiveness will remain of limited utility until they are tied to the specific strategic goals of assistance missions, which in turn will require increased clarity regarding these goals. But it must also be recognized that the full effects of these missions may not be manifest for years.

Recommendations

The last seven years of proactive humanitarian assistance by the U.S. Navy, premised on powerful core capabilities and operating in the face of several challenges and competing demands, present a complex picture of strategic and foreign policy gains, impressive medical work in remote and austere settings, and increased collaboration and building capacity in partner countries. The cumulative effects tell a positive and unique story of meaningful global health engagement that justifies relatively modest budget outlays.

To continue these missions in an era of deepening austerity, however, DoD must clarify their purpose and concept, and enhance their operational approach and key organizational relationships. This will require a commitment to a longer planning cycle and more thorough planning process, more flexible and practical funding authorities, deeper relationships with other U.S. government partners in the countries visited, and an expanded cadre of NGO partners.

The future success and sustainability of these operations requires a modified model in three key areas. DoD and U.S. Navy leadership and planners should:

1. Sharpen and clarify the goals and rationale for humanitarian engagement and be more discerning in selecting partner countries.

The rationale for proactive humanitarian engagement may vary from Asia and the Pacific to Latin America and the Caribbean to Africa and the Indian Ocean, but in each case a clearer definition of the desired end-state will assist planning and evaluation efforts. Strategic, operational, and tactical expectations should be clearly stated for each humanitarian engagement mission. Metrics differ for each level and cannot be measured in the same time frame. For example, clinical outcomes from a health engagement may be determined in days to weeks, whereas strategic outcomes often take years to determine and can rarely be directly attributed to a specific humanitarian event.

12. Ibid., p. 69.
Furthermore, in a time of constrained resources, the selection of mission location must be more exacting. With the Navy unable to operate as expansively as it has in the past, humanitarian operations must focus on a smaller set of priority partner countries and be coupled with investments made by civilian partners. This focus will also help the Navy be more responsive to each partner country’s particular needs.

2. Modestly increase funding for humanitarian operations and provide more flexible funding authority.

The limited amount of OHDACA funding for health and development investments—especially compared to the O&M,N investment to deploy naval assets to the host country—can be so constraining that newly constructed health facilities are left with little in the way of critical equipment, commodities, and furnishings. Because logistical and operational funding to deliver the ship to the host country is already provided, relatively modest increases in funding to outfit facilities would have great impact.

Thoughtful, practical changes to humanitarian funding policy, such that money budgeted for humanitarian operations is not limited by the strict constraints associated with each account, would greatly amplify the effect of available funds.

3. Extend the planning cycle for these missions and match it with a deeper process: first, to integrate the missions with host-nation programs, U.S. government programs, and a wider range of NGO partners; and second, to more rigorously measure and evaluate the effectiveness of the missions.

One option to move beyond the episodic nature and short-lived impact of ship visits, each operation should be considered as an organizational umbrella, with the ship visit at its center but encompassing a range of assistance programs occurring before, during, and after ship visits. A dedicated planning cell in each theater, with continuity of staff across missions and contributors, could better sustain relationships with local leaders in partner nations; plan longer-term, sustained engagement; create a consistent measurement and evaluation architecture across years and missions; tailor programs to the culture, language, disease burden, health system, and strategic context of each partner country; and coordinate Navy efforts to contribute to and enhance ongoing civilian programs.

Ambassadors, who speak highly of ship visits, will be vital collaborators in helping Navy contributions fit constructively into the broader set of assistance programs managed by their country teams, particularly those of CDC, USAID, and PEPFAR.

At the same time, the U.S. Navy must actively attract new NGO and other civilian partners with programmatic depth, geographic range, and strong legitimacy and voice on matters pertaining to development and health matters. In addition to passively attracting interested NGOs, the Navy should approach NGOs active in its priority partner countries and integrate its humanitarian missions with their ongoing activities.

Most U.S. Navy humanitarian missions are currently planned on a one-year cycle, but a longer planning cycle would help ensure the optimal allocation of resources and more effectively coordinate each mission’s highly complex set of activities. A deeper, better-supported planning process could identify additional opportunities to increase missions’ health and soft-power impact. Such
an expanded process should enable more effective strategic communication. Enlarged public affairs operations are low-cost and would extend the perceptual impact of Navy engagement. In ENCAPs, for example, many new clinics lack plaques or other recognition of the U.S. Navy's assistance, an easy change to create longer-lasting impressions. Increased use of local contractors to work alongside Seabees could generate more local goodwill and ensure consistency with local standards.

Conclusion

The story of the U.S. Navy's proactive humanitarian assistance is a positive one, and the U.S. military and its civilian and foreign military partners are right to be proud of their accomplishments. The Navy's humanitarian missions have brought much good to people's lives, and are acknowledged as having contributed substantially to a positive perception of the United States. The missions enhance military capability and readiness, particularly in preparation for disaster response.

After nearly a decade of proactive U.S. Navy humanitarian missions, our conclusion is that these missions remain valuable and should be sustained.

Going forward in the face of significant budgetary pressure, however, DoD must clarify the goals of humanitarian assistance, demonstrate the worthwhile effects of these missions, provide appropriate resources, implement more practical funding policies, and expand planning time. These missions should focus on fewer countries with more sustained repeat visits, expanded relationships with NGOs, deepened cooperation with U.S. country teams, and those activities that best advance U.S. foreign policy objectives.
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